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Determination of Metabolic Rate from Physical Measurements of Heart Rate, 

Mean Skin Temperature and Carbon Dioxide Variation 

Mehmet Furkan ÖZBEY*1, Aydın Ege ÇETER1, Cihan TURHAN2 

Abstract 

Thermal comfort depends on four environmental parameters such as air temperature, mean 

radiant temperature, air velocity and relative humidity and two personal parameters, including 

clothing insulation and metabolic rate. Environmental parameters can be measured via 

objective sensors. However, personal parameters can be merely estimated in most of the studies. 

Metabolic rate is one of the problematic personal parameters that affect the accuracy of thermal 

comfort models. International thermal comfort standards still use a conventional metabolic rate 

table which is tabulated according to different activity tasks. On the other hand, ISO 8996 

underestimates metabolic rates, especially when the time of activity level is short and rest time 

is long. To this aim, this paper aims to determine metabolic rates from physical measurements 

of heart rate, mean skin temperature and carbon dioxide variation by means of nineteen sample 

activities. 21 male and 17 female subjects with different body mass indices, sex and age are 

used in the study. The occupants are subjected to different activity tasks while heart rate, skin 

temperature and carbon dioxide variation are measured via objective sensors. The results show 

that the metabolic rate can be estimated with a multivariable non-linear regression equation 

with high accuracy of 0.97. 

Keywords: Metabolic rate, thermal comfort, heart rate, skin temperature, carbon-dioxide 

variation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Thermal comfort is a major and significant 

phenomenon which affects the energy 

consumption of buildings while satisfying 

productivity and healthy indoor environments to 

the occupants [1]. A well-known thermal comfort 

model, Fanger’s Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and 

Percentage of Predicted Dissatisfied (PPD) 
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method, categorizes parameters that affect 

thermal comfort as environmental and personal 

[2]. Environmental parameters such as air 

temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, and 

mean radiant temperature are measured via 

objective sensors. Moreover, ISO 7726 [3] 

provides guidance on measuring environmental 

parameters to calculate thermal comfort. Besides, 

personal parameters such as clothing value and 
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metabolic rate generally are based on direct-look 

up tables which are given in International 

Standards such as ASHRAE 55 and ISO 7730 

[4,5]. Clothing value is an influencing parameter 

which reduces the heat exchange between the 

human body and thermal environment [6]. ISO 

9920 [7] estimates the resistance of garments to 

dry heat loss and evaporative heat loss in steady-

state conditions. However, a noteworthy finding 

of previous research clearly indicates that the 

metabolic rate is the most sensitive parameter on 

the PMV calculation errors among all influencing 

parameters of thermal comfort [8-10]. 

Metabolic rate (M) is defined as “the level of 

transformation of chemical energy into heat and 

mechanical work by metabolic activities within 

an organism” [4]. Generally, the metabolic rate 

expresses heat production rate in W/m2 on a 

human body. It is worth to note that a 100 W heat 

is produced by an adult at rest time, and 1 met 

equals to 58 W/m2 for a resting person. Further 

details on the heat balance on a human body and 

metabolic rate calculation can be found in 

[2,4,11]. Metabolic rate is the most influencing 

parameter on the accurate PMV calculation. For 

instance, Khan and Pao [12] stated that the 

metabolic rate is an expected parameter on the 

calculation of the PMV, for this reason, further 

studies are required for an adequate explication of 

thermal sensation. Moreover, Luo et al. [10] 

indicated that metabolic rate is the most 

problematic parameter on thermal comfort since 

yet researches and practices on the parameter are 

crudely evaluated. The authors concluded that 

more studies and experiments are needed for 

better understanding in built environmental and 

thermal comfort contexts. In addition, 

determining inadequate metabolic rates causes 

errors on the PMV value in real environments [13-

15]. For instance, Humpreys and Nicol [14] found 

that the PMV value is underestimated above 1.4 

met, which causes up to 1 unit error.  The authors 

also stated the reason of this error as high 

sweating levels on high metabolic rates. Fanger 

and Toftum [16] represented the weaknesses of 

the adaptive thermal comfort model as not taking 

the metabolic rate into account on thermal 

sensation. On the other hand, Chamra et al. [9] 

showed that the PMV model is only acceptable for 

1 met values. At higher metabolic rate levels, 

uncertainty analysis is needed for a better 

understanding of the impact of metabolic rate 

levels on thermal comfort. 

Conventional methods to determine the metabolic 

rate refer to tabulate methods such as in ASHRAE 

55 [4] and ISO 7730 [5]. In metabolic rate tables, 

the sample activities represent typical metabolic 

rate values which are averaged across a group of 

people. However, metabolic rate always changes 

by time which causes significant errors on the 

PMV measurements. For instance, Havenith [6] 

indicated that the tabulate methods have an error 

of up to 20% on obtaining metabolic rate. 

Similarly, Broday et al. [17] compared metabolic 

rate tables with real-time measurements and 

concluded that there is a significant difference up 

to 20 W/m2 between the measurements and tables. 

Metabolic rate can be measured by direct or 

indirect calorimeters; however, the measurement 

method is quite inconvenient for real-time 

applications since the subjects should wear 

uncomfortable masks which measure oxygen 

intake and carbon dioxide outtake [18]. For this 

reason, the researchers aim to predict the 

metabolic rate from physical indicators of the 

parameter. It is worth to note that 

thermoregulatory responses of occupants to 

discomfort are used as indicators of thermal 

comfort. Similarly, for the metabolic rate, Heart 

Rate (HR) and Skin Temperature (ST) are used 

separately as an indicator of the parameter [11]. 

For instance, Choi et al. [19] stated that metabolic 

rate is meaningfully related with the HR, 

specifically in males with high body mass index 

occupants.  Moreover, the HR is changed with 

different activities based on the response of 

thermoregulation. In addition to this study, Revel 

et al. [20] predicted metabolic rate with in-situ 

measurements by measuring the HR of occupants 

with low-cost sensors. The authors indicated that 

uncertainty in the estimation of metabolic rate 

changes the accuracy of PMV as ±0.05. Behind 

all these measurements, ISO 8996 [11] shows a 

protocol to predict metabolic rate from the HR. 

The standard limits the measurements with only 

neutral thermal environments. Similar to the HR, 
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the ST can be used to predict the metabolic rate of 

the occupant since the sweating rate highly affects 

the thermal sensation of occupants. Indeed, the ST 

is one of the main parts of the thermoregulatory 

center with core temperature, and the sweat 

glands are significant thermoregulatory effectors 

[21]. Bligh [21] proved that sweat rate is affected 

by metabolic rate by receiving more impulses 

with the increase of metabolic rate. On the other 

hand, Le Blanc et al. [22] showed a significant 

correlation between the ST and thermal sensation. 

However, the subjects were exposed to 

experiments only with resting activity. 

Additionally, Shapiro et al.  [23] predicted 

metabolic rate with sweat loss with respect to 

activity level.  Zhang et al. [24] determined 

metabolic rate inversely from the proposed PMV 

method by taking the effects of physiological 

adaptation on metabolic rate into account. The 

authors determined a linear model of metabolic 

rate as a dependent parameter by using indoor air 

temperature (Ti) and air velocity (va) as 

independent parameters in the model. However, 

the authors also stated that the model is valid for 

a specific given activity task and should be 

repeated and re-developed for different activities. 

On the other hand, researchers showed that carbon 

dioxide production of the human body reflects the 

rate of body metabolism [25-28]. For instance, Na 

et al. [29] developed a deep learning system 

which predicts the M with the parameters of CO2 

concentration apart from the HR. However, the 

authors included only 8 activity tasks in the paper. 

Detailed studies on the relationship of metabolic 

rate with the physical parameters can be found in 

[30-32].  

According to the authors’ knowledge, there is no 

study in the literature which determines metabolic 

rate from real-time measurements of the heart 

rate, mean skin temperature and carbon dioxide 

variation. Since older adults generally show a 

lower metabolic rate than younger, subjects with 

different ages, sex and various body mass indices 

are also investigated in this study. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methods of the study consist of 

measurements and experiments on weekdays 

between 8.30 and 17.30 from 11th of August to 

20th of October 2020 and data analysis. University 

Human Research Ethics Committee has given 

ethics approval to the activity to be carried out 

within the scope of this research study. 

2.1. Measurements 

The experiments were conducted in an air-tight 

climate chamber (Length: 4.7 m, Width: 3.25 m, 

Height: 2.8 m) under neutral thermal conditions 

(Ti=22°C and RH=50%) (Fig.1). Environmental 

parameters were controlled via a Heating, 

Ventilating and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) 

system, which was existed in the climate 

chamber. However, the climate chamber has a 

fixed air volume in order to store respiratory air.  

Even though the impact of environmental 

parameters on metabolic rate is very small in low 

variations of the parameters [28-33]. 

environmental parameters were measured and 

checked via objective sensors every 10 minutes in 

order to satisfy neutral thermal conditions. 

DHT22 [34] was used for the air temperature and 

relative humidity measurements, while an 

anemometer – TESTO 425 [35] – was placed in 

order to measure air velocity inside the chamber. 

 

Figure 1 Climate-chamber used in the study. 
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The door of the chamber was fully sealed and kept 

closed during experiments. The airtightness of the 

chamber was calculated as 0.1 1/h. 

ISO 8996 [11] advice to use the measurement of 

carbon dioxide production to determine the 

metabolic rate with metabolic carts. However, 

metabolic carts are quite expensive and difficult 

to use for resting activities. For this reason, CO2 

production was assumed to be equal to the 

difference of CO2 variation between pre-and post-

activities, respectively (Eq.1). 

∆𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐶𝑂2𝑎𝑎 − 𝐶𝑂2𝑟𝑒𝑓 (1) 

Where ΔCO2 depicts the carbon dioxide variation 

in the air-tight climate chamber, CO2aa is carbon 

dioxide concentration level after activity, while 

CO2ref is the reference carbon dioxide 

concentration level of unoccupied climate 

chamber and is 400 ppm [36]. 

CO2 concentration level was measured with the 

MG811 [37] sensor. Before the experiments, the 

uniformity of CO2 distribution was tested and 

validated by measuring the CO2 concentration 

level at different locations of the chamber. It is 

worth to note that CO2 measurements were taken 

automatically by using microcontrollers in order 

to avoid researcher existence in the test chamber. 

The sensors were placed at a 1.1 m level 

according to ASHRAE 55 [4]. Heart Rate was 

measured with a smart wristband – Xiaomi Mi 

Band 3 [38] – and skin temperatures were taken 

from 8 different points of the human body with an 

infrared thermometer – EXTECH 42530 [39] –   

simultaneously (Fig.2). The specifications of the 

measurement devices were given in Table 1. 

Table 1 The Specifications of the measurement 

devices used in the study. 

Device Model Specifications 

Temperature 

and Relative 

Humidity 

Sensor 

DHT22 

[34] 

RH Range: 0-100% 

Temperature Range: -

40-80 °C 

RH Accuracy: +/- 3% 

(Max +/- 5%) 

Temperature 

Accuracy: < +/- 0.5°C 

Infrared 

Thermometer 

EXTECH 

Instruments 

42530 [39] 

Range: -50 °C to 538 

°C 

Accuracy: ±2% 

Resolution: 0.1 °C 

Anemometer Testo 425 

[35] 

Range:0-20 m/s 

Accuracy: +/- (0.03 

m/s +5% of Measured 

Value) 

Resolution: 0.1 m/s 

Carbon 

Dioxide 

Sensor 

MG811 

[37] 

Range: 350-10000 

ppm 

Accuracy: ± 2% 

(depends on air 

temperature) 

Resolution: 1 ppm 

(depends on air 

temperature) 

Wrist Band Xiaomi Mi 

Band 3 

[38] 

Range: 0-150 bpm 

Accuracy: 2-4 bpm 

The instruments, which were required for doing 

the activities, such as bed, office chair and desk 

and sports equipment were placed inside the 

chamber before the experiments. Experimental 

conditions inside the chamber are given in Table 

2. 

Table 2 Experimental conditions in the climate 

chamber. 

 Unit Average 

Indoor Air 

Temperature 
°C 22.1±0.3 

Relative Humidity % 50±2.1 

Air Velocity m/s 0.1±0.01 

CO2 Level ppm 641±11 

2.2. Experiments 

Goldman [40] states that the minimum subject in 

thermal comfort studies should be at least 6 

occupants. To this aim, for the experiments, 21 

male and 17 female healthy volunteer subjects of 

different age (from 20 to 66 years) and body mass 

indices (from 20.23 to 43.44 kg/m2) were 

recruited from Ankara/Turkey. The individual 

physical data of all subjects and demographic 

information of the subjects are given in Tables 3 

and 4, respectively. 
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Table 3 The physical data for all subjects used in the 

study. 

Subject 

Number 

Age 

(years) 
Gender 

Body Mass 

Index (kg/m2) 

1 35 Male 22.99 

2 26 Male 26.87 

3 26 Female 23.66 

4 23 Male 43.44 

5 66 Male 25.95 

6 26 Female 23.05 

7 20 Male 21.65 

8 20 Female 21.01 

9 36 Male 33.18 

10 38 Male 40.19 

11 40 Male 26.38 

12 24 Female 26.11 

13 61 Male 31.28 

14 54 Male 24.15 

15 21 Male 28.89 

16 21 Female 35.24 

17 27 Male 21.98 

18 65 Female 26.54 

19 62 Female 24.87 

20 31 Male 26.57 

21 39 Male 24.45 

22 40 Female 38.75 

23 39 Male 31.54 

24 35 Male 22.28 

25 31 Male 39.65 

26 24 Female 40.15 

27 22 Female 34.25 

28 23 Female 21.58 

29 22 Female 29.61 

30 26 Female 28.65 

31 22 Male 30.05 

32 21 Female 25.43 

33 20 Male 20.96 

34 29 Female 21.68 

35 25 Male 20.23 

36 36 Female 25.55 

37 39 Male 29.81 

38 41 Female 37.86 

Table 4 The physical data for all subjects used in the 

study. 

 Female Male Total 

Subject 

Number 
17 21 38 

Age 

(years) 

31.05 

±13.38 
34.66±11.6 33.05±13.06 

Body 

Mass 

Index 

(kg/m2) 

28.47±6.19 28.21±6.40 28.32±6.31 

All subjects were free of hypertension, asthma, 

coronary heart disease, or type 2 diabetes since 

these diseases can cause disorders of respiration 

and metabolic rate [41]. Before the experiments, 

the subjects were informed of the aim and 

procedure of the study. Moreover, a commitment 

form, which explains that students are avoided 

from the factors such as vigorous physical activity 

before the experiments, caffeine, alcohol and 

smoking, which affect metabolic rate, heart rate 

and skin temperature, was designed to sign for all 

subjects. Additionally, the subjects were 

requested to wear the same garments (underwear, 

T-shirt, shorts, socks, and gym shoes) with a 

clothing value of 0.42 clo. The experiments were 

conducted in 19 different activity tasks, including 

sleeping, writing, dancing, and house cleaning. 

The activity tasks, which were included in the 

study, are depicted in Table 5. It is obvious that 

some activity tasks, i.e., handling 50 kg bags, 

were not suitable for female and/or older subjects. 

Therefore, these activities were only requested for 

younger (below 35 ages) male subjects. In the 

table, average values are taken for the activity 

tasks, which have a range of met values. 

Table 5 The physical data for all subjects used in the 

study. 

Test 

Activity 

Activity 

Code 

Met value 

in 

ASHRAE 

55 

W/m2 

Resting 

Sleeping R1 0.7 40 

Reclining R2 0.8 45 

Walking 

0.9 m/s, 3.2 

km/h 
W5 2 115 

1.2 m/s, 4.3 

km/h 
W6 2.6 150 

1.8 m/s, 6.8 

km/h 
W7 3.8 220 

Office Activities 

Reading, 

seated 
O8 1 55 

Writing, 

seated 
O9 1 60 

Typing, 

seated 
O10 1.1 65 

Filling, 

seated 
O11 1.2 70 

Filling, 

standing 
O12 1.4 80 

Walking 

about 
O13 1.7 100 
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Lifting, 

packing 
O14 2.1 120 

Miscellaneous Occupational Activities 

House 

Cleaning* 
MOA15 2 to 4 115-200 

Seated, 

heavy limp 

movement 

MOA16 2.2 130 

Handling 50 

kg bags** 
MOA17 4 235 

Miscellaneous Leisure Activities 

Dancing, 

social 
MLA18 2.4 to 4.4 140-255 

Calisthenics, 

exercise 
MLA19 3 to 4 175-235 

*The subjects were requested to clean desk and floor 

in the climate chamber 

** This activity is requested just for young male 

subjects (below 35 ages) 

Subjects were allowed to enter to the climate 

chamber in order and requested to do 19 different 

activity tasks, as shown in Table 5. Each subject 

was exposed to each activity for 30 minutes 

(Fig.3). Once the experiment was completed on a 

subject, a 10-minutes break was given not to lose 

neutral thermal conditions in the chamber for the 

next activity. 

After the experiment days for an activity task for 

all subjects, another activity was conducted the 

day after. In the experiments, heart rate, mean 

skin temperatures and carbon dioxide 

concentration levels were taken after 10 minutes 

later from the beginning of the activity with 1-

minutes interval. Simultaneously, environmental 

conditions including air temperature, relative 

humidity and air velocity were measured in order 

to ensure consistent neutral thermal conditions. 

The heart rate of subjects was taken from their 

wrist while skin temperatures were measured 

from 8 different points of the human body as 

advised in the ASHRAE 55 [4] (Fig.2). 

 

Figure 2 Measurement points on the human body 

(Note: All measurements were taken from naked skin 

of the human body). 

The eight-point weighted method was used to 

calculate mean skin temperature (MST) according 

to Eq.2 [42]. 

MST = 0.07𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 + 0.175𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 +

0.175𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 + 0.07𝑇𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑚 +

0.07𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑚 + 0.05𝑇ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 0.19𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ +

0.2𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑓 (2) 

 

Figure 3 A sample subject while doing different 

activities during experiments a) seated, quiet (R3); b) 

typing, seated (O10); c) filling, seated (O11); d) 

standing, relaxed (R4); e) standing, filling (O12); f) 

sleeping (R1). 
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Once all experiments with 19 different activity 

tasks for a subject were completed, a set of 

experiments were conducted for other subjects 

with the same experimental procedure. The 

collected data were then automatically uploaded 

on a computer through a data acquisition interface 

which was developed by the authors. The general 

methodology of the experiments is shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 The methodology of the experiments. 

2.3. Data Analysis 

For data analysis, Multivariable Non-Linear 

Regression (MNLR) analysis method was used in 

MATLAB [43]. The MNLR is used to explain the 

relationship between one dependent variable and 

two or more independent parameters [44,45]. A 

general expression for a non-linear regression 

equation involving multiple parameters is shown 

in Eq.3. 

M = a(HR)𝑒 + 𝑏(MST)𝑓 + 𝑐(∆CO2)𝑔 + 𝑑 (3) 

The results of the equation, then, compared with 

the ASHRAE 55 [4] table and expressed in terms 

of statistical error, i.e., Normalized Root Mean 

Squared Error (NRMSE) according to Equation 4. 

The Determination of Multiple Coefficient (R2) 

was used in order to validate the accuracy of the 

equation by using the following formula (Eq.5). 

One sample t-test was used in the study for 

comparison. The significance was tested and 

accepted at a .05 p-value. 

𝑅2 =  
∑ (�̂�𝑖−𝑦)2

𝑖

∑ (𝑦𝑖−𝑦)2
𝑖

 (4) 

𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
√∑

(�̂�𝑖−𝑦𝑖)2

𝑛
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥− 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (5) 

Where yi represents the observed value for ith data. 

Besides, �̂� , 𝑦, ymax and ymin refer to the predicted 

value of data for observation i, the mean value of 

data set, maximum and minimum values of data, 

respectively. Additionally, it is worth to say that n 

represents the total amount of data. 

Sensitivity analysis is used to investigate the most 

influencing parameter on the models. To this aim, 

the model was subjected to sensitivity analysis to 

determine the effect of each input variable on the 

metabolic rate. A detailed procedure on 

sensitivity analysis used in the study is found in 

[46]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A total number of 16.781 data from 38 subjects 

were investigated in order to determine metabolic 

rate from the heart rate, mean skin temperature 

and carbon dioxide variation. 80% of the data was 

used for calibration of the equation, while the rest 

was used for validation. Table 6 represents the 

model statistics in detail. 
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Figure 5 Comparison between predicted and actual metabolic rate. 

 

Table 6 Model statistics for metabolic rate prediction. 

 Unit Model t-value p-value 

Intercept (d) - 0.19** 2.59 .009 

HR  bpm 0.03** 2.68 .007 

MST  °C 0.06** 2.58 .009 

ΔCO2  ppm 0.05* 2.17 .031 

R2 0.97 

NOTES 

1) e, f and g were found as 0.3, 0.2 and 1.1, 

respectively. 

2) * significance at 5%, ** significance at 1% 

Performing the values in Table 6, the Equation 3 

is formed as; 

M = 0.03(HR)0.3 + 0.06(MST)0.2 +
0.05(∆CO2)1.1 + 0.19 (6) 

The estimating equation with three independent 

parameters determines the M with an accuracy of 

97% and NRMSE of 3.9 × 10−5 “met” value. The 

model result indicated that there is a significant 

and positive relationship between HR and M at 

1% significance. Similarly, MST is significant at 

1% with a positive coefficient. However, ΔCO2 is 

found to be significant at 5% with a positive 

coefficient.  Figure 5 depicts the relationship 

between actual and predicted M values. It is worth 

to remind that actual values are “met” values in  

the direct look up table, which is standardized in 

the thermal comfort standards.  On the other hand, 

predicted values are obtained from the Equation 

6. The figure indicates that there is a minor 

difference in small “met” values (i.e., resting 

activity tasks) while larger discrepancies are 

found in larger “met” values (i.e., miscellaneous 

leisure activities). The reason of this discrepancy 

may be the variety of the state of doing activities 

with large “met” values of subjects. For instance, 

one subject can dance in a fast way while another 

is slow. However, “dancing, social” has an 

average “met” value of 3.4 for both genders. This 

assumption reduced the accuracy of the model. In 

addition, body mass indices of male subjects are 

generally higher than female ones. With high 

activity tasks, high body mass index values limit 

subjects to do activities in proper ways. 

Figure 6 represents the heart rate variation for 

several activity tasks for males. The thin lines 

depict the standard deviation of the values, while 

the black boxes show the average heart rate with 

respect to the corresponded activity task. The 

largest HR is found with “Dancing, social” 

(MLA18) activity tasks with 111 bpm, while the 

lowest HR is seen in sleeping (R1) with 70 bpm 

for males. Shifting activity from sleeping to 

reclining changes HR as 1 bpm for male subjects. 
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Figure 7 indicates the HR variation with several 

activity tasks for females. Unlike the males, the 

lowest HR is found while “sleeping (R1)” and 

“filling, seated (O11)” activity tasks.  

 

Figure 6 Heart rate variation with different activity tasks for males. 

 

Figure 7 Heart rate variation with different activity tasks for females. 

 

However, the largest HR is obtained while 

“dancing, social (MLA18)” activity similar to the 

males. It is worth to remind that “handling 50 kgs 

bags (MLA17)” is not requested for female 

subjects due to the activity can cause injury 

problems. 

Figure 8 and 9 show MST variation with respect 

to different activity tasks. The largest MST values 

are obtained in MLA19 activity task as 38.2 and 

38.4°C for male and female, respectively. The 

lowest MST values are in sleeping activity (R1) 

with 35.4 and 36.1°C for male and female, 

respectively. The carbon dioxide variation shows 

a strong relationship with activity tasks (Figs.10 

& 11). For instance, the change in carbon dioxide 

concentration during the high metabolic 

conditions was higher than the others. The lowest 

carbon dioxide variation is found in “reclining” 

activity (R2) for each gender. One can think the 

least ΔCO2 could be found in “sleeping” (R1) 

activity task. However, it is worth to remind that 

there are three main stages of sleeping such as 

light sleep, REM and deep sleep [47]. In the REM 

stage, the brain is very active, which means that 

CO2 production is the same or even larger than 
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other light activities. The subjects in the study 

could be in the REM stage while sleeping, which 

increases the carbon dioxide variation in the 

climate chamber. Another noteworthy result is 

that the ΔCO2 value is always larger for male 

subjects than female subjects in every activity 

tasks. The reason is the larger CO2 production of 

male subjects, as indicated in [33]. 

 

Figure 8 Mean skin temperature variation with respect to different activity tasks for males. 

 

Figure 9 Mean skin temperature variation with respect to different activity tasks for females. 
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Figure 10 Carbon dioxide variation with respect to different activity tasks for males. 

 

Figure 11 Carbon dioxide variation with respect to different activity tasks for females. 

 

As an additional study, a sensitivity analysis was 

displayed for the study and the results were shown 

in Figure 12. Three parameters of the M formula 

were included in the analysis. The figure 

represents that HR is the most influencing 

parameter with 40% sensitivity while ΔCO2 was 

found to be the least impact on determining the M. 

However, the results indicate that none of the 

parameters could be eliminated from the formula 

since the sensitivities of the parameters are above 

20%. 

Finally, the sensitivity analysis is re-obtained for 

age and gender variations, as shown in Figure13. 

It is worth to note that the subjects below 35 ages 

are assumed as young in the analysis.  

Notwithstanding the HR is found as the most 

influencing parameters for each gender and age 

group, the effect of HR increases with age in the 

M prediction. A noteworthy finding is that the 

MST affects the M in female subjects lower than 

male subjects. The reason could be the variations 

of blood flow in females. Slower blood flow than 

male subjects affect the importance of the MST in 

the M prediction as indicated in [48].  
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In addition, the importance of the MST decreases 

with increased ages for each gender. Similarly, 

the influence of the carbon dioxide variation 

decreases when the age increases for each gender. 

The reason could be the higher BMR of the young 

subjects than adults. Indeed, the BMR highly 

affects the exhalation and thus carbon dioxide 

production, as indicated in [49]. 

3.1. Limitations 

Individual differences, such as personal factors 

like race, gender, age, weight, etc., can cause 

different metabolic rates as indicated in [50,51]. 

The experiments in this study were conducted 

with only Turkish subjects. The cultural 

differences and ethnical background may limit the 

use of equations and findings of the study for 

other populations. More accurate results would be 

obtained with subjects from different populations. 

 

Figure 12 Results of sensitivity analysis for metabolic rate formula. 

 

Figure 13 Sensitivity analysis for a) young female subjects b) adult female subjects c) young male subjects d) 

adult male subjects. 
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On the other hand, metabolic rates are only 

predicted based on activities. However, the Basal 

Metabolic Rate (BMR), which represents the 

energy essential for life, for example, to maintain 

the body temperature and cardiac and respiratory 

functions of each subject, is different. By adding 

the BMR to the calculations (i.e., with Harris-

Benedict formula [52] more accurate results 

would be obtained to predict the M.  A report of 

the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations advised that the M can be 

calculated by multiplying the BMR with a factor 

that characterizes the specific activity tasks [53]. 

Sweat rates could also affect the accuracy of 

metabolic rate determination, as indicated in [54]. 

However, this parameter varies with individuals 

and requires depth examination. The investigation 

of the effect of sweat rate on the M was out of the 

scope of this paper. 

Dynamic changes of activity and environmental 

parameters should also be taken into 

consideration. Occupants are usually prone to do 

different activities during day, therefore, a 

combined approach is required to predict 

metabolic rates. 

In the study, all subjects were requested to wear 

the same garments with a calculated 0.42 clo 

value. When the subjects have wider tolerance to 

adopt their garments to the real environments, i.e., 

living laboratories or residential buildings, the 

values in this study can lead to different results as 

indicated in [55]. 

In the present study, predicted M values derived 

from commonly used multivariable non-linear 

regression equation. Machine Learning 

techniques such as Artificial Neural Network 

[56,57] and Fuzzy Logic [58,59] models should 

also be derived for the prediction. These artificial 

intelligence models successfully predicted the 

thermal comfort of the occupants in past studies 

[1,56]. By applying similar strategies to the M 

prediction, the accuracy of the model would be 

increased. 

Finally, in study of Luo et al. [60] it is indicated 

that the metabolic rate may change without 

activity changes. The authors concluded that the 

variation of ambient parameters affects the 

metabolic rate. Even though this study estimates 

the metabolic rate from ambient parameters and 

compares the results with “met” values in activity 

tables, further studies should focus on this issue 

for improving the accuracy of the models. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper aimed to predict metabolic rate from 

field-measurements of heart rate, mean skin 

temperature and carbon dioxide variation. A 

mathematical model was established according to 

experimental data. The results showed that 

metabolic rate could be predicted with high 

accuracy (R2=0.97). HR and MST were found as 

significant in 1%, while carbon dioxide variation 

was significant at 5% in the M estimation. 

However, some discrepancies were found 

between the measured metabolic rate and existing 

international comfort standards. Larger 

differences were obtained with higher metabolic 

rates for each gender. 

Future studies will include basal metabolic rate in 

metabolic rate estimations and develop better 

metabolic rate equations by taking other 

individual differences such as pregnancy situation 

and race of the subjects into account. 

The outcome of this study can enlighten architects 

and engineers to calculate M in different 

functional architectures such as sports venues and 

educational buildings and, nevertheless, to design 

energy-efficient and fully comfortable 

environments for occupants. 
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